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There’s an algorithm for everything else, so why not love?

When 24-year-old lawyer Romy learns that she is at her ‘optimal stopping point’ 
(the mathematically designated point at which one should select the next ‘best 
person’ who comes along in order to have the best chance at happily ever after), 
she knows it’s time to get serious about her love life.

Ruthlessly rational, with a belief  in data over destiny, Romy knows that reliability 
and consistency are dependable options, while passion and lust are transitory 
and only bring pain and disillusionment.

That’s why sensible Hans the engineer is the right choice, as opposed to graphic 
designer James who exhibits the kind of  behaviour that has got her into trouble 
before. Isn’t he?
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‘Romy, we need to talk strategy.’ My mum shakes out the weekend 
Lifestyle section and peers at me officiously over tortoise shell 
spectacles.

We’re out on the patio of my parents’ house in Wollstonecraft, 
a leafy suburb on Sydney’s lower North Shore, under a canopy of  
ornamental grapevines. The table is laid with a happy spread 
of freshly brewed coffee and buttery Bourke Street Bakery 
pastries. Sunshine streams through the leaves overhead, and a 
cool breeze rustles our newspapers. It’s one of those impossibly 
crisp Sydney spring mornings.

‘Strategy?’ I say warily. ‘Is this about the flash mob you’re 
trying to orchestrate for Siobhan’s wedding? I told you, not 
everyone loves a surprise musical number . . .’
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‘No, no, dating strategy. Here, did you see this article about 
optimal stopping theory? It’s by a Sydney Uni mathematics pro-
fessor. “The Maths of Finding the Perfect Partner”. Listen.’ She 
clears her throat and begins to read aloud: ‘Optimal stopping 
theory deals with the problem of choosing a time to take a par-
ticular action in order to maximise the probability of an expected 
reward. Applied to dating, it indicates that one should reject the 
first 37 per cent of partners they are destined to date, and choose 
the next person who comes along who is better than anyone they 
have dated before. This “37 per cent rule” gives one the best 
possible chance of ending up with Mr or Ms Right – also about 
a 37 per cent chance.’

‘Huh.’ I’m intrigued by the idea, but suspicious of the 
determined gleam in my mum’s eyes. ‘And you thought of me 
because . . . ?’

Mum cocks her head. ‘Let’s not kid ourselves, Romy. Your 
love life has been catatonic for the last two years. You need 
to think seriously about resuscitating it.’ She’s never been one to 
mince her words.

‘Okay, ouch.’ She does, however, have a point. ‘So, this 
theory . . . ?’

She scans on. ‘It significantly increases your odds of ending 
up with the perfect partner. Without it, a person destined to date 
eleven people in their lifetime would have a 9 per cent chance 
of choosing the best one. Using optimal stopping theory, the 
odds are bumped up to 37 per cent. Of course, it has its pitfalls. 
Your high- school sweetheart might be your ideal partner, and 
by rejecting them along with the first 37 per cent of suitors, 
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you’ll never find anyone better, leaving you to grow old and die 
alone . . .’

‘Or,’ I grasp the reasoning, ‘you could be super unlucky and 
date duds for 37 per cent of your dating life. And then end up 
settling for the first marginally less terrible person you meet  
after that.’

‘Exactly,’ says Mum. ‘But as this article points out, it’s a neat 
solution that balances the risk of stopping too soon against the 
risk of stopping too late.’

My dad, who has been quietly perusing an article about 
asparagus crop yield, looks up. ‘That sounds right up Romy’s 
alley.’ I’m surprised by his earnest weigh- in. He usually avoids 
all serious discussion, and when pressed, deflects with a joke. 
‘Well, doesn’t it?’ he adds, noticing the look on my face. ‘You’re 
always looking for a good theory to live by. You taught yourself 
to be an early riser, did that productivity thing with the tomato 
timer during HSC, went through that irritable phase when you 
were intermittently fasting, had to ask us for extra linen after 
you KonMari- ed your place . . .’

‘Which is why I think this could work for you,’ says Mum, 
waving the newspaper at me. ‘Let me crunch the numbers. We 
don’t know how many people you might date in your lifetime, 
so we work from your expected dating life. You started 
dating at eighteen and you hope to settle down by, what . . . 
twenty- eight?’

‘Whoa, steady on.’ I hold up my hands defensively. ‘Obviously 
it’d be nice to find someone, but I don’t know if I’m ready to 
settle down so soon.’
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‘So soon? Your dad and I were married by the time we were 
twenty- three, and had you by twenty- eight.’

I roll my eyes at her. ‘Say thirty. At the earliest.’
‘Okay, well,’ she taps away at her iPhone calculator. ‘Thirty- 

seven per cent of twelve years is four- and- a- half years . . . plus 
eighteen  . . . Your optimal stopping point is twenty-two- and- a- 
half years old.’

I wince. That ship set sail long ago. ‘Say I settle down by 
thirty- five. I might want to work in London for a few years, 
anyway. Maybe spend some time in Paris. Attend Le Cordon 
Bleu.’

Mum sighs, then plugs in the numbers. ‘In that case, your 
optimal stopping point is just after twenty- four years old. As in, 
now.’ A note of anxiety flickers through my chest.

Dad steeples his fingers. ‘Let me get this straight. What you’re 
saying is that, for the best chance at happily ever after, Romy 
needs to choose the next guy who comes along who’s better than 
all the morons she’s dated in the past?’

Mum shoots him a reproachful look. We all know my dating 
history is less than ideal; ‘morons’ seems unnecessarily pointed.

‘Sorry, is that too harsh?’ He falters for a moment, realising 
he’s struck a nerve. ‘In any case, not a terribly high bar, Romy. 
And no time to waste.’

I feel the heat rise in my face. ‘Look, I’m on board with the 
probabilities. But there’s not a lot I can do about it, is there? 
Finding a life partner isn’t like buying a fridge. You can’t just 
compare the reviews then order one with next- day delivery. It’s a 
matter of luck, not science.’
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Mum clucks her tongue with exasperation. ‘But you can do 
more than incidental socialisation, Romy. Put out your social 
mistletoe, be proactive. Your dad and I just worry sometimes 
that you’ll end up one of those typical corporate lawyers. Desk- 
bound. Depressed. Driven to drink. Not making time to meet 
anyone new; caught in a cycle of increasing workaholism to com-
pensate for your lack of social life . . .’

‘Bit of a gross stereotype,’ I mutter. She’s not wrong – there 
are plenty of those sorts around my office – but the lecture is 
beginning to grate.

‘Am I being unfair?’ she says. ‘I know we’re in completely 
different industries, but at least dental clinics close by 6 pm. 
Sometimes if I call you after dinner, you’re still in the office . . .’

Dad cuts in. ‘I think what your mum is trying to say is that 
we want you to be happy. We don’t want you to wake up one day, 
suddenly middle- aged and alone and miserable, feeling like it’s 
too late to turn things around.’

Mum nods. ‘Of course we want you to be happy. You’re our 
only child. That’s all we want.’

I sigh. I know they mean well, and that their constant advice 
(well, Mum’s advice and Dad’s wisecracks) is their way of 
showing love. They’ve never been ones for words of affirmation, 
or physical affection; this is their version of a warm embrace.

I try to recall the last date I went on and draw a blank. A 
year, year and a half ago? That uncomfortable coffee date that 
I thought was part of a mentoring program? Maybe a sloppy, 
best- forgotten hook- up since then? I meet my parents’ gaze. ‘I 
guess I could try a bit harder,’ I concede. ‘I’ve been really focused 
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on work since I started at the firm, but I’m starting to get the 
hang of things.’ Their expressions shift from unified concern to 
hope. ‘And I really do want to find someone.’

I pick up my phone and check my Facebook events. ‘Look, 
perfect – Quinn is having a housewarming tonight. I RSVPed 
“maybe” so she definitely doesn’t expect me to come, but I’ll 
make an appearance. Maybe meet some new people.’

‘Good girl,’ says Mum. ‘Though maybe don’t wear your hair 
like that. Can you push it back, make it a little less . . . limp?’ 
I tuck my hair, which I’ve long accepted has the immutable 
texture of dry straw, behind my ears.

‘And don’t drink too much,’ says Dad. ‘You don’t want a sore 
head tomorrow. Eat a cheese sandwich before you go, to line 
your stomach.’

That evening, back at my terrace in Glebe, I assemble a quick 
dinner of tuna, microwave rice and canned kidney beans. I add 
a few cubes of cheddar to the childish mishmash. Lining my 
stomach – Dad would approve.

My housemate Anna sails into the kitchen and grabs a banana.
‘Any plans tonight?’ she asks brightly.
‘I’m going to a housewarming in Paddington – an old friend 

from law school. You want to join?’ I ask hopefully. I won’t know 
that many people at the party, and it would be nice to have a 
wingwoman- slash- security blanket. I know it’s a long shot, 
though; unlike me, Anna always has a packed social calendar. 
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And, tellingly, she’s already dressed up in a midnight- blue velvet 
skater dress and leather jacket.

‘Sorry, no can do. I’m on my way to a gig at the Enmore,’ she 
says with a cheekload of banana pulp. ‘And I’m already so late. 
Have fun!’

I eat on the front balcony, feet propped up on the iron 
lacework, overlooking the tree- lined street below. The sun is 
just beginning to sink below the horizon, setting the cloud- 
streaked sky aglow and washing everything a brilliant orange. 
I already feel inclined to bail on the housewarming. Quinn’s 
friends are mainly the high- profile crowd from law school; the 
LawSoc representatives and campus socialites who arrived in 
their pre- existing North Shore private school friendship groups 
and consolidated their social clout from there. I’ve never been 
close to any of them; I spent the first year of university as a 
fresh transplant from Newcastle, obsessed with trying to fit in 
at college; the second year a complete mess; and the rest of 
the time on the fringes, having missed the formative friendship 
years. But Quinn and I ended up in a study group in final year, 
bonded over the horror of closed- book exams, and have been 
on friendly terms ever since.

You can’t bail, I chide myself. My parents are right; I do 
need to make more of an effort to socialise. I’m not going  
to meet anyone sitting around alone on a Saturday night, let 
alone The One – who, according to optimal stopping theory, 
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will be the next guy I meet who is better than anyone I’ve dated 
before.

I message one of my closest friends from college and now 
work, Paloma, to see if she’ll come tonight (also a ‘maybe’ on 
Facebook). She managed to straddle the college–law school 
divide much more successfully than me, and is far better friends 
with tonight’s crowd.

Committed to going regardless, I plug my phone into my 
speakers, scroll through to some classic gee- up music, and select 
‘Mr Brightside’. I channel Cameron Diaz in The Holiday, singing 
tunelessly along, and think what it would be like to have Nancy 
Meyers script my life.

I throw open my wardrobe and take stock. It’s crammed with 
monochrome corporate attire; mainly stretch pencil dresses that 
don’t require ironing, and suits that visit the drycleaner less fre-
quently than I’d care to admit. My selection of casual clothing 
has, over the last couple of years, dwindled down to a few pairs 
of skinny jeans, Breton tops and plain cotton tees. Yikes. After 
a fruitless rummage through the drawers and a melodramatic 
‘I have nothing to wear’ moment, I settle on a black silk tank 
top and black jeans. I try to convince myself it’s Scandi chic, not 
funereal. I line my eyes with Clinique Black Diamond, coat my 
lashes with mascara, and attempt to fluff up my hair. Feeling 
daring in the way one usually only does when spurred on by 
wine or beauty Vlogger tutorials, I inexpertly apply some plum 
lipstick and pout into the mirror. I promptly wipe it off, knowing 
that if I wear it out of the house I’ll spend the night running my 
tongue over my teeth like a cartoon hyena.
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Paloma messages: Yep. Out now, but will see you there a bit 
later.

The front door to Quinn’s gentrified Paddington terrace is ajar, 
which, ruling out a break and enter, can only be a sign of a good 
party. I follow the heavy bass strains and breadcrumbs of booming 
laughter down the hallway and through to the open kitchen–living 
space. The lights are dim and a crowd of about forty people spills 
out the French doors into the paved terrace garden. I’m acutely 
aware that the baby agave I’m cradling – a gift for Quinn – is out 
of place; this is less a low- key nibbles and drinks affair than a rager 
loosely masquerading as a housewarming. I should have known; 
Quinn moved into this place over three months ago. And she’s not 
known for doing anything low- key.

After surveying the crowd of unfamiliar faces, I spy a guy 
I went to university with. I head over in the slightly- too- eager way 
of someone whose only alternative is to pull out their phone and 
tap away self- consciously. Martin Bannerman, junior lawyer at 
Hopewell Grant, is thrusting his drink into a small knot of people 
and boasting about his regular 2 am ‘Suits life’ clock- offs. ‘Thank 
god for the twenty- four- hour staffed espresso bar,’ he drawls. ‘And 
readily available blow.’ His audience guffaws appreciatively. I’m not 
sure I’ll have much to contribute to this conversation, given the 
closest I’ve come to doing drugs is popping beta- blockers before my 
high- school flute solos. Not that I rule out substance abuse entirely. 
In fact, sizing up this group, I decide a stiff drink is well in order.
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‘Romy!’ I’m saved by Quinn, who wobbles over to me, arms 
thrown wide like a showgirl. Glazed with shimmery make- up, 
she’s wearing a ruffled playsuit that barely covers her butt cheeks, 
and studded heels that would look trashy if you didn’t know they 
were Valentino. She lunges at me and plants messy kisses on my 
cheeks, almost grazing my lips in the process.

‘So glad you could make it!’ she coos. ‘Oh, and you brought a 
plant! For the house? You are too cute.’ She makes no attempt to 
take it from me.

‘This is an incredible place, Quinn,’ I say sincerely.
‘Thanks babe! Tony and Sharon helped out with the deposit, 

of course –’ (I assume that Tony and Sharon are her long- suffering 
parents) ‘– but it’s so good to have a foothold in the crazy Sydney 
property market. And a chance to get everyone together, more 
importantly!’ She winks and pulls me over to the kitchen bench, 
where she busies herself fixing a couple of drinks at a gin- to- tonic 
ratio that would knock out even the steeliest of grannies. ‘I think 
you’ve got some catching up to do!’

From the way she spills gin all over the marble countertop, it’s 
clear that I do. I take a long sip of the bitter concoction, which 
helps.

I decide to duck into the front room to shuck the house-
warming gift and my jacket which, judging by Quinn’s skimpy 
playsuit and all the toned and tanned skin on show in the living 
room, is also grossly out of place.

As I walk down the hall, a guy rounding the corner barrels 
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into me. ‘Shit! Sorry!’ he exclaims, lightly grasping my arm to 
steady me and stop my drink from sloshing everywhere.

‘It’s fine,’ I say, awkwardly wiping a G&T rivulet from my 
wrist onto my top. ‘No, really.’ I look up and reassure him with 
a smile. He has a nice face – a broad smile, high cheekbones 
dusted with freckles, and large hazel eyes. Kind eyes, Mum would 
say. Good limbal rings, Dad would say.

‘What’s with the plant?’ he asks.
‘It’s an agave pup. A housewarming gift.’
‘A pup?’
‘Yes, you know . . . an offshoot. I’m just looking for a place 

to put it. There’s so much booze flying around that if I leave it 
back there, it’ll probably end up drinking its body weight in 
tequila.’

‘Well, we certainly can’t make a cannibal of the pup,’ he says. 
‘Here . . .’ He leads me over to a tall bookshelf bedecked with 
glass bowls, takes the agave from me and places it carefully inside 
the largest one. ‘Instant terrarium.’

‘Thanks.’ I shrug off my jacket, discreetly wiping the few 
remaining drips from my hand, and toss it onto the couch.

‘James,’ he says, extending his hand.
‘Romy.’
He raises an eyebrow. ‘Beautiful name. Is it short for 

anything?’
‘Nope. Just Romy. My mum named me after Romy Schneider, 

the Viennese actress?’ I pause; no flicker of recognition. ‘She 
played the Young Empress Sissi. Died tragically young at the age 
of forty- three, not long after her third marriage fell apart and her 
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son was killed in an accident. She had such a torrid life, which 
I suppose we don’t usually expect of beautiful people . . . not that 
that’s what my mum was going for; I think she just thought she 
was a great actress . . .’ I realise that I’m rambling, which I do 
when I’m nervous or trying too hard to be engaging. ‘Anyway, 
it doesn’t matter, because a few years after I was born, Romy and 
Michele’s High School Reunion came out, so now people just asso-
ciate my name with a metallic rayon- clad Lisa Kudrow. Or was 
it Mira Sorvino? I can never remember which is which . . .’ I can 
almost see these film references skating over his head.

I take a breath. ‘So, who do you know here?’
‘I came with Kristen. Winters?’
‘Oh yeah.’ I nod, trying to mask my distaste. I know Kristen 

from our days at St John’s College. My most distinct memory 
of her involves nearing her room for pre- drinks before a sports 
dinner in first semester – a time of constant hummingbird- hearted 
social anxiety – and overhearing her say in her characteristic 
high- pitched whine, ‘Why did you invite Romy and Alanna? 
Those country girls bore me to tears.’

James doesn’t elaborate on how he knows my third- least 
favourite person from college. Or what he means by ‘with’.

He asks me about my connection to the party, and I explain 
that I know Quinn, and a few other people, from law school. 
I’m at the point of trying to put an interesting spin on being a 
commercial lawyer when we hear a door bang open, a loud giggle 
and a low slurred laugh.

I turn around to see Kristen falling out of a room at the top 
of the stairs in full frottage with a guy I don’t recognise; a lanky 
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hipster in an ironic Hawaiian shirt. They don’t notice us, so 
engrossed are they in inhaling each other’s faces. I whirl back 
around to James. He looks unfazed, and shrugs as if to say, what 
can you do?

I awkwardly gape for a couple of seconds, racking my brain 
for something to say. I glance back up the stairs – Kristen and 
Hawaiian Shirt have disappeared.

James registers my dismay. ‘Romy, don’t worry.’
‘Bu–’
‘I matched with Kristen on Tinder. We only met up a few 

hours ago,’ he explains, ‘for a first date.’
I breathe a sigh of relief. ‘Whew. First and only date, by the 

looks of it.’ Thank god I won’t have to comfort a distraught 
cuckold.

He laughs, eyes crinkling. ‘Yeah, she suggested we swing by 
here after we’d had a few drinks. I feel like a bit of an idiot, and 
gypped that she’s never going to hit me back for those two Long 
Island iced teas, but hey’ – he blows out a melodramatic sigh – 
‘that’s the price you pay. And if it paved the way to her finding 
the love of her life tonight, which Magnum PI could well be, 
then I’m happy to play my part in this cosmic concatenation.’

I smile. Maybe getting out of the house wasn’t such a bad 
idea. ‘So Tinder, eh? What was it that made you swipe right? 
The mermaid hair? The pornographic proportions? Don’t tell 
me . . . was it the gleam of intelligence in her baby blues?’ I tease.

He grins and gives me a chuck on the chin which, weirdly, 
doesn’t feel patronising. ‘Come on now,’ he chides me. ‘Do I look 
like a superficial guy?’
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He does. He’s tall, with broad shoulders and a narrow waist. 
Sweeping brown hair, an athletic build, trendy dark jeans and 
shirt. He looks like a cartoon G.I. I search for a way to respond.

‘You probably won’t believe me but I thought she had the 
coolest descriptor,’ he says.

‘Which was?’
‘“I live a sketchy existence.” With a pencil emoji after it.’
‘That’s pretty cute,’ I concede.
‘Yeah, I thought so. Not the usual Tinder drivel. And I’m 

a graphic designer, so the whole artistic thing appeals to me. 
Unfortunately, not hooking up with other guys also appeals 
to me . . .’

I chuckle. I’m just about to ask if he’s had any other night-
marish Tinder experiences when we’re interrupted by Paloma, 
who must have just arrived. She is drunk off her make- up- 
smeared face and seems to barely register James when I attempt 
an introduction. ‘Rommyyy,’ she whines, ‘come dance!’

I screw up my face but she’s not having a bar of it. She waves 
gaily to James as she tugs my arm and starts pulling me down 
the hallway.

‘Sorry, duty calls,’ I say as I’m whisked away.

Back in the living room, someone has closed the French doors; 
a wise move given that a frenetic remix of Lana Del Rey’s 
‘Summertime Sadness’ is reverberating through the house at 
neighbour- unfriendly decibels. The room is hazy with smoke and 
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teeming with dancing bodies. I surrender myself to the music 
and to Paloma, who dances with me like a demented marionette 
master.

It’s midnight when I call it. Definitely pumpkin hour. I’m 
exhausted but exhilarated from dancing; first with Paloma and 
then, when she flitted off to flirt with her ex- boyfriend, Heinous 
Carl, with some of the other girls from law school. I always forget 
how liberating it is to dance without an alcohol security blanket; 
to be at once so acutely aware of my body and to feel suspended 
from it. I feel better than after a $30- a- pop Bikram class.

‘I’m just getting some air,’ I mouth to Quinn in a well- 
practised ghosting move. I press past the people milling in the 
kitchen, who have moved on from Hendrick’s to cheap Mishka 
vodka mixed with the cranberry juice I know Quinn always has 
on hand because she’s terrified of UTIs. I snatch up my jacket 
from the couch and slip out the front door.

The night air is chilly, the street dark and quiet save for the 
glow and rumble of the party behind me. I stand for a moment, 
savouring the stillness.

‘Romy?’
I look over my shoulder. James pulls the front door shut 

behind him.
‘What are you still doing here?’ I ask, surprised. ‘I thought 

you’d left. In fact, I assumed you’d be listening to Joni Mitchell 
and halfway through a pint of Ben & Jerry’s by now . . .’
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‘Alas, the Bridget Jones moment had to wait. I ran into a 
mate from school. We ended up having a long chat. He told 
me all about his boat renos and powerlifting, which took at 
least a couple of hours. I traded him a story about my tragically 
broken heart.’

‘Well, jokes aside, I hope your next Tinder foray is more 
successful.’

He cocks his head. ‘Hey, tonight wasn’t a total bust.’
I draw my jacket tighter around me. The cold is starting 

to set in. I don’t know quite what to say, and for some reason 
I find myself avoiding his eyes. ‘Well, it was nice to meet you,’ 
I manage. ‘Maybe I’ll see you around?’ I start towards the gate.

‘Hold up,’ he says, jogging after me. ‘Which way are you 
headed?’

‘I’m over in Glebe, just going to grab a bus.’
‘From Oxford Street? I’m walking that way too.’
He falls into step with me. We walk in silence for a couple of 

minutes, chins tucked against the cold.
I catch sight of the 440 bus as it lumbers past, brightly lit 

and barren. I turn quickly to James. ‘That’s me – I’m going to 
try to catch it.’ I give a little Nemo fin wave, mentally curse my 
profound awkwardness, and before he can say anything, start to 
leg the twenty metres to the bus stop. I reach it just as the bus 
does, and stumble on board. As I collapse onto the front seat, 
the doors sweep shut. I peer out the smeary window, searching 
for James’s face. But before I can make out anything in the inky 
darkness, the bus pulls away.
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Monday morning arrives and, like an arthritic knee portending 
a storm, I begin to sense that the week ahead will be intense 
when Graeme, the employment law partner and my direct 
boss, stomps in just before 8 am, muttering about all the clients 
who bombarded him with idiotic requests over the weekend. 
Rather than stopping for his morning moan, he beelines for his 
office, flinging his newspaper on his PA Barbara’s desk on the 
way. Built like a Dickensian coal factory owner, replete with 
wobbling jowls and a thick neck indicative of sleep apnoea, 
he’s surprisingly speedy, having a kind of stress- induced agility. 
So stormy is his mood that nobody points out the big black 
ink smudge on his forehead. Evidently, he has been using his 
newspaper as a makeshift sunshade on the way in to the office 
again.
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I spend the morning fielding his email demands for various 
bits of research. It’s a small group, the employment law team; 
just Graeme, an almost mythical special counsel who is always 
out ‘meeting clients’, two senior associates who are on second-
ment to a client out in Macquarie Park, Graeme’s no- nonsense 
PA Barbara, the occasional paralegal or seasonal law clerk, and 
me, the graduate lawyer completing the second of two year- long 
rotations. Because of the size of the team, and Graeme’s propen-
sity to work frenetically with same- day turnover, the traditional 
hierarchical allocation of work (partners delegating to senior 
associates delegating to junior lawyers) is eschewed, with Graeme 
assigning work directly to me. This has its benefits – I’m given 
a fair bit of responsibility, and much more interesting work than 
other graduate lawyers, whose bread- and- butter is document 
review. But sometimes I wish there was a buffer between Graeme 
and me, to shield me from the madness.

The lowlight of the morning is definitely when Graeme 
interpolates his requests for memos about redundancy consulta-
tion requirements and repudiation of the employment contract 
with a demand that I find, and schedule him an appointment 
with, a dermatologist. It’s the kind of menial task typically left 
to Barbara, but she has unapologetically taken an early lunch. 
Graeme’s requests usually require a slew of follow- up questions 
to contextualise the issue, but I decide that on this occasion, no 
further information is necessary.
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Around 2 pm, a client meeting distracts Graeme, and I escape to 
meet Paloma and our other friend, Cameron, for lunch. The three 
of us have been good friends since college orientation, remaining 
so even after I left abruptly in second year, and by some miracle 
ended up in the same graduate program. Since starting work at 
Birchstone McCauliffe, we’ve become an inseparable unit.

We perch on the steps outside our building, a towering glass 
monolith in the banker belt of the city. Our firm takes up a 
respectable seven floors, leaving the remainder for a couple of 
small hedge funds, a commercial property group and an inter-
national policy institute.

Paloma wears huge Tom Ford sunglasses, hiding from the 
bright, early afternoon sun and most likely a two- day hangover 
(her motto is ‘A weekend not wasted is a weekend wasted’). 
Cameron scrolls through his work emails on his phone, emitting 
occasional moans like a pitiful ghost.

‘I barely saw you Saturday night,’ Paloma says accusingly.
‘Um, we danced for like an hour,’ I remind her. ‘I left around 

midnight, but I believe it was you who gallivanted off at Carl’s 
slimy beckoning long before then.’

Paloma doesn’t bat an eyelid, although it’s difficult to tell 
through her sunglasses; she has the Posh Spice po- face down pat.

She expertly deflects. ‘That’s right, I stole you away from that 
beautiful guy. Which, I recall, wasn’t easy. You were very engaged.’

I dig my plastic fork into my limp salad and flick a rocket 
leaf at her. ‘Yeah, I met a nice guy. James. A bit too beautiful, or 
rather, too self- assured, if you know what I mean –’

‘Tall guys always are,’ Paloma says knowingly.
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‘– though, to be fair, I barely spoke to him. Funnily, he came 
with Kristen, who ended up getting with some other guy.’

‘Did anything happen?’ Paloma asks.
I shudder. ‘Ugh, I don’t know. I only witnessed a few seconds 

of disturbing face- sucking before they disappeared. Though that 
was enough to scorch my eyeballs.’

‘No, I mean with you and James.’
‘No.’
‘Why not? Isn’t he your type, the raffish jock? Or do you 

steer clear of those now, post- Adam?’ I grimace reflexively, but 
she doesn’t notice. ‘I know you’re into ripped nerds – improv 
Jackson, case in point – pretty much anyone tall, funny, verging 
on dickish . . .’ She continues with fervour, going so far as to 
remove her sunglasses and narrow her eyes at me. ‘No, seriously. 
James – would you date him?’

‘Calm down!’ I laugh. ‘I mean, he’s on Tinder so he’s probably 
just chasing tail . . .’

‘My cousin met her fiancé on Tinder,’ Cameron pipes up, 
not breaking from his typing. He releases another email with 
a whoosh.

I ignore him. ‘. . . and he didn’t ask me to hang out or for 
my number or anything. So it’s a moot point.’ I stab a piece of 
cucumber a little too forcefully, splattering balsamic onto my 
grey dress. I fish a tissue out of my handbag and dab at the stains, 
but only succeed in working them further into the fabric.

‘So, up for debate then?’ Paloma says brightly.
‘No, common usage “moot point”. No more legal definitions, 

or cross- examination, for the love of Harvey Specter.’
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We eat in silence for a few minutes before I relent a little. ‘It’s 
not that I don’t want to meet someone. Actually, I was talking 
about it with my parents over the weekend and I realised I do 
need to be more proactive.’

‘Did they give you the “biological clock” spiel?’ asks Paloma 
drily.

‘Not quite. They introduced me to the idea of optimal 
stopping theory.’ I outline the basics of the theory for them. 
‘So it’s time pressure in the sense that my next relationship is 
probably going to be it. My best chance of happiness. And to add 
to the stress, my parents also pointed out that my prospects of 
meeting anyone are dismal given my current social life.’

Paloma and Cameron are steadfastly silent, which I take as 
consensus.

‘It’s just . . . ugh –’ I let out a rattle of frustration ‘– How do 
people even get together these days? Besides just drunkenly 
hooking up enough times that, ipso facto, they’re in a relationship?’ 
I can’t help but make a moue. ‘It was so easy to find your life 
partner back in the day. All you had to do was wait for a Darcy 
or Bingley to roll up to your village, hope you weren’t the Mary 
of your sisters, and wait for him to comment favourably on your 
pianoforte playing. Or add him to your dance card at the naval 
ball. Or just grow up on the same block and at some point agree to 
share a malt at your local milk bar. Whereas now, it’s impossible.’

Cameron looks at me with bewilderment. ‘You want to return 
to a time when you just had to wait for some guy to proposition 
you? Based on how much land you had and how wide your hips 
were?’
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‘Well, I’d have been fine on that point,’ I parry. ‘The hips, not 
the land . . .’

‘And when you had no say in the matter? Your family or  
some village matchmaker would decide if the guy was good 
enough.’

I shrug. ‘My parents have pretty good judgement.’
‘Didn’t you have a bowl cut until you were thirteen?’ Paloma 

sniggers.
‘And when you were bound to marry someone from your tiny 

social circle?’ Cameron continues. ‘Did you know that at one 
point, “courting distance” was literally twelve miles; how far a 
man could comfortably ride on horseback to spend a bit of time 
with his sweetheart, and return home, in one day?’

‘Okay, okay.’ I hold up my hands in surrender. The undergrad 
anthropologist in him is clearly itching for a debate. ‘Obviously 
I’m not bemoaning social progress. I’m just saying that modern 
dating is confusing. Even in the ’80s and ’90s they had social 
norms like the “good ask”; you know, a clear and specific invi-
tation to go on a date. And people unabashedly setting up their 
friends on blind or double dates. Whereas nowadays, everything 
is so casual. Online dating has spurred this paradox of choice 
problem – a million potential romantic futures and no reason 
to choose just one. Plus, no- one knows where anyone stands. It’s 
depressing.’

Cameron clucks his tongue. ‘I think you’ve got it wrong. Yes, 
there’s less certainty these days. That’s the necessary corollary of 
people no longer coupling up for convenience and commerce, and 
dating with a singular view to marriage. But surely dating apps 
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have reintroduced some of the structure that we lost with, like, 
formal matchmaking and gentleman callers. I mean, everyone on 
the apps is looking for human connection, right? They’ve signed 
up to chat, probably meet, maybe date. And the research shows 
that people on dating apps are more likely to cite themselves as 
being “willing to commit” than the general populace. So you’ve 
got all these people at your fingertips, with full profiles, which is 
a lot better than a beer- goggled sweep at a bar on a Friday night. 
And you don’t have to risk being shot down in person; all you 
have to do is swipe.’

I let this sink in. It makes sense, in a strange way.
Cameron pushes his glasses up his nose. ‘All I’m saying is that 

if you’re serious about dating, the smartest thing to do is get on 
the apps.’

‘Agreed,’ says Paloma, chasing down a couple of Panadols with 
a swig of coffee. ‘We don’t have anyone to set you up with, you’re 
not going to meet anyone at this place –’ she jerks her head back 
towards our building ‘– and you’re obviously too shy to make a 
move on attractive, single guys you meet at parties.’

I’ve just sat down and given my computer mouse a shake when 
Graeme pops his (now smudge- free) head around my doorframe. 
‘My office in seven minutes,’ he barks. He always does that, giving 
overly precise time allotments. I don’t know whether it’s because 
he’s accustomed to working almost minute- to- minute (we keep 
timesheets based on rounded six- minute units, so Graeme may 
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just be trying to bill for two units before he sees me), or because 
he thinks it’s cute.

‘We’ve got a new client – Quest, some kind of environmental 
consultancy group, who want us to draft a termination letter to 
their CEO. Apparently he’s agreed to step down, but it’s a bit of 
a delicate situation given the nature of his departure.’

‘Which is?’
‘My office in six and a half minutes!’ he hollers as he walks 

off. I sigh.

Exactly one billable unit later I’m ensconced in Graeme’s office, 
which is a hoarder’s den of paper, folders, dusty decaying plants, 
various bits of suiting and Christmas cards dating back to the 
early 2000s. I gingerly remove a half- eaten pita bread from his 
second chair and sit down. Graeme ignores me for a couple of 
minutes while he checks his local squash matrix, then phones 
Barbara and asks her to dial him into the Quest teleconference.

After perfunctory introductions, the head of HR dives straight 
in. ‘Look, it’s not pretty. Rob’s a great CEO. Early sixties, sharp 
as a tack, almost like an uncle to our staff. He’s been the darling 
of the organisation for years. But the other day after a staff 
meeting, one of our PAs found a notebook Rob had been using. 
Along with meeting notes, it contained some – ah – indecent 
jottings about one of the girls in the office. Something in the 
nature of an erotic fiction piece.’

I feel my heart sink.
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‘It’s definitely his notebook?’ Graeme asks, apparently 
un perturbed.

‘Yes, he’s the only one to use Moleskines. And it’s his hand-
writing, his talking points from the meeting.’

‘And this story, it identifies the girl by name?’
‘No, he changed her name – Candice – to Candy, but it’s 

obviously her from the descriptions. He talks about her “slanting 
almond eyes” and “porcelain skin” – she’s the only Asian girl in 
the office – and this distinctive port- wine stain she has on her 
collarbone.’ She coughs uncomfortably. ‘Excuse me, this is all 
so tawdry. Thankfully, our PA brought the notebook straight to 
us, so none of the other staff members, including Candice, have 
seen it.’

‘Would you definitely characterise it as prurient? Or is there 
wiggle room?’ Graeme asks.

The Quest CFO, who has until now been silent, interjects. 
‘He uses the phrase “plump honeydews”. And then gets even 
more explicit, using all manner of fruit analogies. There was 
something about a ripe fig, and a cumquat . . .’

My stomach turns. Thankfully, Graeme doesn’t ask him to 
clarify.

The head of HR jumps back in. ‘Obviously this contravenes 
the company policy about upholding the Quest values – of 
respect for co- workers, integrity . . .’

Graeme scans through the CEO’s employment contract, 
which has been emailed through to us. ‘Not an incorporated 
clause. Can’t rely on that. But you said he’s willing to resign?’

‘Yes.’
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‘Okay, the strategy is to send him a firmly worded end of 
employment letter. To deter him from worming out of it, you 
confirm that you’ll announce his resignation to your stakeholders 
without details, and both parties sign a deed of non- disclosure. 
You don’t tell anyone why he left, he promises not to run any 
proceedings against you.’

As soon as the Quest representatives breathe the first syllables 
of consent, Graeme hangs up. He turns to me. ‘Got all that? 
Write it up.’

I feel my mouth hanging open. I’m in slight shock at what 
I just heard, and how swiftly it seems to have been dealt with.

‘Um, so we’re just doing the letter, and then the NDA? There 
are no other, uh, consequences for him?’

Graeme stares at me like I’m daft. ‘Yes, Romy. The aim is to 
make this go away, not stir things up. We’re not the morality 
police.’ He stops to consider for a moment. ‘Not that he techni-
cally did anything wrong. A man can have his thoughts, can’t 
he? Even if they’re . . . passionate thoughts. He’s just an idiot for 
leaving his notebook lying around.’

A host of objections bubble up, but before I can formulate a 
sentence, Graeme waves me away. ‘You’ll find lots of precedent 
letters on the system.’

I head back to my office. Just an idiot for leaving his notebook 
lying around? Graeme’s words rankle. Maybe this is a run- of- the- 
mill case for him, but I know there’s something far more sinister 
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than passion and idiocy at play here. I sigh, and wonder if that’s 
how the CEO is justifying his writing to himself right now – as 
some kind of natural expression of desire that just happened to 
fall into the wrong hands.

I sneak a look back at Graeme, wondering if he’d be capable 
of something like this. Half an hour ago, I’d have dismissed the 
idea – Graeme comes across as boorish, sure, but not lewd – but 
now . . . if Quest’s ‘darling’ turned out to be a creep, who knew 
what was possible?

I feel sickened by it all, but I sit down at my computer and 
begin to draft the letter. At least this guy’s being forced out – 
hopefully into early retirement. Maybe it’ll be a wake- up call for 
him. And Candice will never have to know about, or suffer for, 
his perversity.
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